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About This Content

This is the Cosplay Album for King Exit. Cosplayed by famous cosers in China. Please stay hydrated while you're at it!

This DLC includes:
✿ Louise: Cosplayed by「星之迟迟」
✿ Stialla: Cosplayed by「星之迟迟」

✿ Guine: Cosplayed by「樱花病少女」
✿ Samidare: Cosplayed by「Momoko葵葵」

✿ lexn: Cosplayed by「啾大貘王」
✿ rann: Cosplayed by「糖果果Candy」

✿ sene：由「Shika小鹿鹿」

Instructions:
This DLC will be automatically downloaded to the root folder of King Exit, all the pictures are in ultra-high resolution. The

photos of rann is not finished yet, we'll update it when it's finished.
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learn japanese
-the kanjis not showing properly though, maybe u've to chg ur windows language/local setting but i didn't do it... Well, I tried.
Throughout my play of this game, I ran into several design flaws, but I kept going, to see where the concept was taken, seeing its
potential.
Well, after 3 long, long hours, I simply quit.
The game claims it's about exploration, and aiding mysterious characters, but there's barely any of it. You arrive on the world
and nothing is told to you. And that could be fine. But it simply keeps that way for the rest of the game. Nothing is told to the
player, not even indirectly.
I usually enjoy exploration games a lot, since they keep throwing little clues at the player, little pieces of the overall puzzle. But
not here. I've forced myself to play it through, to see if anything changed, but barely anything did.

The puzzles are senseless. They could make a bit more sense, if there were references to them throughout the game, that one
could get through exploration.
Since there's nothing, this game is about trial a error. Constantly. And it's simply not fun.
You're not exploring anything. The map is just a labyrinthic mess, with fake walls that you can't tell from a normal wall. So, the
only thing left to do, is roam around the world. Which has nothing special. It barely has any landmarks that could tell something
interesting. There's nothing. The world feels as dead as it could. The characters are simply there for you to have a very vague
idea of what to do to progress in the game, but they don't actually feel like characters. Only a chore board.

The controls aren't anything to write home about either. And, on top of it, it tries to be a hard platformer. And it falls flat on its
face. With these imprecise controls, you actually have to land on the tips of triangles. Seriously? Who could've thought this was
a good idea? Then, a dark block with hidden paths inside. There's no way to see where you're going. Again, HOW could
someone think this was a good idea? It's just frustrating trial and error. And it adds absolutely nothing positive to the game.

The visuals did look unique, but you'd better turn off the post processing effects. Those are really, really bad. They simply blur
your vision and end up hurting your eyes.

The redeeming factor is this may be the music (althought not sound design). The music was really enjoyable, although it didn't
quite play into the atmosphere of the game. Simply good, random, background music.

I'm sorry if I'm being overly negative, but I had certain expectations for this, the idea seemed right up my alley. But... no. It's
simply a badly designed game.
In exploration games, you should learn something about the world. The world should have a story to tell. Something. But there's
nothing here. I took no satisfaction from playing this after the first half hour or so.
Plus, don't make it frustrating as it is. The controls aren't tight enough for it to try to be Super Meat Boy. The visual effects are
way too exagerated. The map has no landmarks, it's simply labyrinthic, with "secrets" areas that make no sense.

Too many ideas that were badly implemented. My advice would be to polish each aspect of the game a lot before trying to get it
all together. Otherwise you get this. And it's not very good.
Don't pick this one up.

With that said, I'll still keep an eye out for Boss Baddie, these games might actually get pretty good after a lot of work has been
put into them.. I have yet to beat nightmare mode, as I'm still learning the game's levels' patterns, however, I do have some
problems with it.
The skill ceiling progresses like this:
1. You don't know what the f*** is going on.
2. Then you take some time to understand it.
3. You find out some tricks that win you the level.
4. The level becomes awfully boring and sometimes even frustrating due to the game's controls.
[ Not to mention the levels that you cant learn because they are purely based on RNG, not skill!!!! ]

With that said, I love this game for it's simplicity: Not only does it look good, but it also runs perfectly on my system [ which
has overheating issues - f*** Hp Omen laptops ]
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I would recommend this game only, if you like being challenged and/or are looking for a game that has low pc requirements.. A
really hard (at least for me) Puzz Loop* type match 3 game.

(*also known as Actionloop or Magnetica or Ballistic.)
Recommended, but only if you're really good at this game!. Just horrible. Spent what seemed like a year of my life just trying to
get the bus ready to drive off. Then when I did get it moving it started bouncing off objects like it was on some sort of
schizophrenic pinball table.

Be warned; If you gift this game to a friend you will lose them forever.

+ It's not the worst game in the world

- The first 10 minutes will make you want to uninstall immediately
- Level of realism let down by poor visuals and laggy movement
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This game is really really fun.
If you like to play with friends and if you are competitive player in lan or online you will like it(without any doubts).
It's a game where you will get the mechanics very easy and the variety of dynasties and characters will give you many hours of
fun.

If you are wondering if you should invest money in this game, my answer is YES. A VERY BIG YES!

See you in RANKED games dude! ;). What an amazing game this still is! Runs great on Windows 7 in Windows Vista
compatibility mode. Just finished the campagin for the second time. It's easy to learn and hard to master, just the way I like it.
Love that you can pause the game in the single player campaign, really helps to get a more strategic view and plan accordingly.
They kept the RPG elements quite light in this game, this really helps when trying to pick your members for your team. I'm now
ready to try some of the amazing mods that have been created for this game.. DLC for Napoleon Total War. Campaign is fine as
well as that one in classic Napoleon Total War. Some new features in this DLC campaign make game even more interesting in
some aspects although game takes place only on Iberian peninsula which can become boring after playing few campaign.. This
is one of the best games i have ever played. its incredible platforming and action beat Call of Duty 9/11 times. I recommend this
incredible peace of art to anyone who looks for a game to get addicted to and play forever.. Level One Begin'
'Level One Begin'
'Level One Begin'
'Level One Begin'
'Level One Begin'
'Level One Begin'
'Level One Begin'

Brilliant game, Level 1/10
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